
Whose Portrait Is It?
Daniel W. Courts or Jonathan Worth

By Jerry Roughton & Paul Horner
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Above: $5 North Carolina state
Treasury Note, January 1, 1863.

Adapted from North Carolina
Numismatic Scrapbook (Autumn
2002)

C OMPARE THE PORTRAIT, AT LEFT BELOW, THAT
appears on $5 and $10 State Treasury Notes, with the painted por-
trait below. Do they appear to be the same gentleman?

Our mystery gentleman in the portrait appears on the popular $5 "View

"Portrait of Jonathan Worth" Unsigned and undated oil painting.
Courtesy of the North Carolina Collection, Academic Affairs Library,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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of Harbor" and $10 "State Capitol" Treasury Notes and a few bonds, all with a
printed date of January 1st 1863. These notes bear the imprint, "Eng'd by J. T.
Paterson & Co. Augusta, Ga." Over the years, catalogers 1 of North Carolina
State Treasury Notes have identified the portrait as that of D. W. Courts,
Public Treasurer. After much study and comparisons of known portraits of
Daniel Courts with that of Jonathan Worth, we are of the opinion that it is
actually a portrait of Jonathan Worth, who followed Courts as Treasurer.

In addition to portrait comparisons further evidence is via the date these
notes were issued. The Act of the North Carolina General Assembly that
authorized these notes was passed on the 20th of December, 1862. Jonathan
Worth assumed the office of Public Treasurer in January, 1863 2 and records
show that these notes were first issued early in 1864. With the span of over a
year's time between assuming the office of treasurer and the release of the first
notes, Worth had ample time to order the new issue with his portrait. It is high-
ly unlikely the new treasurer would have sanctioned the portrait of the former
treasurer (Courts), a political rival, to be used.

Until a conclusive contemporary admission to the identity of the gentle-
man comes forth, the authors are satisfied that he is JONATHAN WORTH.

NOTES
1. A. B. Andrews, Jr. of Raleigh, first known cataloguer of the N.C. State

Treasury Notes Series, identified the portrait as that of D. W. Courts in
his listing of the notes in 1908.

2. Jonathan Worth resigned from the House of Commons, effective
December 20, 1862, to become Public Treasurer.

Editor's note: The authors are SPMC Wismer state catalogers for North Carolina. To report NC notes, or for info about North
Carolina Numismatic Scrapbook, contact co-Editors/Publishers Horner and Roughton at NCNS, PO Box 793, Kenansville, NC 28349.
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